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travel about in ^search of employment; and of these unions
some tried to eliminate the wearisome tramp by centralizing
information on vacancies and converting the travel-allowance
into unemployment pay. To encourage this side of trade-
union activity, parliament in 1911 offered a subsidy of one-
sixth of each benefit paid, converted since insurance became
generally compulsory in 1920 into an administrative grant
which has gradually been reduced from a shilling originally
to fivepence in 1931: for the ministry was prepared to pay
for the experience and police services of all those trade unions
whose highly specialized placing machinery offered the best
test of genuine unemployment. The apparent expense incurred
by the ministry in asking the trade unions to help it would
seem to have been a real economy; for, quite apart from the
general desirability of encouraging trade-union organization,
the mutual check which these trade unions and the employ-
ment exchanges have imposed upon one another has reduced
fraud to a far lower proportion of the cases dealt with in
collaboration with the unions than of those dealt with by the
exchanges alone; and when payments had been made in error
the ministry was able to hold the union financially respon-
sible. So long, however, as the British trade unions were trusted
to administer funds contributed largely by employers and by
the community at large, the fact that their own members were
the most interested contributors was not accepted as a suffi-
cient guarantee of conscientious administration: to secure
the confidence of employers and of parliament, every union
that administered state benefit was obliged also to pay a mini-
mum out-of-work benefit out of its own funds. Many of the
co-operating unions discovered, however, in the slump of 1921
that their resources were inadequate for complying with these
conditions: of the eleven million workers then in compulsory
unemployment insurance, four million had this insurance ad-
ministered by their unions at the beginning, but only one
million at the end, of that year..During the next ten years the
extension of state benefit for longer and longer terms put a
further strain on the funds of co-operating trade unions, com-

